Increase in hybridization rates with oligodeoxyribonucleotides containing locked nucleic acids.
Locked nucleic acids (LNAs) incorporated into either stable single stranded oligonucleotides containing tetraloops or their complements have been found to increase second order hybridization rate constants by an order of magnitude compared to the all-DNA hybridization rate constants. Model sequences composed of 20 bases in length that can form hairpins due to a stable GAAA tetraloop were used where LNAs were substituted for the nucleotides in the loop, stem, or end regions of the strand and in the complementary strand. Substitution of the LNAs to the loop predictably raised the melting temperatures of the duplex however, the hybridization rates between the tetraloop and the complementary sequence also increased. In contrast, when LNAs were substituted in the stem, the hybridization rate decreased implying the formation of a more stable hairpin. Substitution of LNAs into the end region of the sequence had little effect on the hybridization rate constants although melting temperatures still showed a predictable increase. Rates also increased when LNAs were substituted into complementary strands of DNA tetraloops. The increase in hybridization rate constant is being attributed to changes in the structure of the stable single strands.